Foster Room Schedule

10 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Election 2016: Philosophical, Economic, and Political Approaches to the Complexities Beneath the Surface
*Katie Commerford, Katen Huu, and Nicholas Wurst*

10:45 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
Almost, Maine Costume Design
*Jasper Bliss*

11:30 a.m. – 12 noon
Identity Salience and Activism in Policy Debate
*Janet Novak*

12:15 p.m. – 12:45 p.m.
Women Fashion Magazines Reflection of the Changing Attitudes and Opinions of Women in America
*Vanessa O'Donnell*

1 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.
Phenomenologies of Religious Beliefs
*Kennedy Damoah*

1:45 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.
Precisionism: A Brief History and Comparative Application of Kant’s and Collingwood’s Aesthetic Philosophies
*Elizabeth Bridleman*

Fallon Room Schedule

10 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Community Media Update: Creating Political Profiles of Worcester and The Beat
*Samantha Carroll, R.J. Sheedy and Ashley Anthony*

10:45 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
Inhibition of Nuance in A ‘Fast-Food Facts’ World
*Ryan Lindsay*

11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
Visual and Performing Arts Creative Projects
*Rona Balco, Paris Bourdreaux, Midaly Carrasquillo, Aimee Chang, Kimberly Collazo, Kasey Gillen, Nicole Huss-Howland, Shannon Richards, Pamella Saffer, Debbie Tran, and Nathen Wheeler*

1:45 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.
Obesity Prevalence and Parent’s Perceptions of Eating Behaviors in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
*Olivia Guilmette, B.S. and Julia Bagarella, Junior*